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Few professional situations fill health care providers with as
much fear and anxiety as the spectre of testifying in court.
With the exception of the professional witness whose sole
practice consists of litigation-referral examinations and re-
lated court appearances, and the few truly courtroom-com-
fortable' forensic experts who seem to gravitate regularly to
sensational and/or provocative and/or precedent-setting
cases, 2 most doctors (and other mental health professionals
as well) approach courtroom appearances the way, well, the
way many of the rest of us approach a visit to the doctor's:
with free-floating terror.'
Thus, a book such as Testifying in Court by Jack Horsley
and John Carlova will likely be welcomed by these same
terrified doctors who will devour its contents in a frenetic
search for a key which will adequately demystify the court
process. Although this is clearly the target audience for this
book, it is not clear that the work will, in the long run, fill
this need. While the volume provides a more than satisfac-
tory overview of the trial process for the occasional medical
witness (or the one-time defendant), I am not convinced that
the previously terrified reader will have reduced his or her
terror level upon completion.
Perhaps my ambivalence about the volume is caused by
three factors: (1) the ultra-folksy, down-home style in which
it is written; (2) the lack of specific application (in fact, in
some instances, the irrelevancy of the work) to the special
problems facing psychologists and psychiatrists;4 and (3) its
lack of usefulness for a reader who has already spent some
serious time thinking about the central issue and is now
looking for a more in-depth approach.'
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In short, the book is fine as a brief (131 pages of wide-
margined, nonfootnoted, and nonreferenced text), generalist
overview of problems facing the expert witness. On the other
hand, it's probably a decent assumption that the health care
professional who is sufficiently sophisticated to read this
journal's recommendations as to outside reading has already
spent a significant amount of time working through the
problems covered in the volume; for such a reader, there
simply will not be much of substance.
Horsley has been a trial lawyer for over 40 years and is a
former director of the Society of Trial Lawyers, and past
president of the Illinois Defense Counsel Association;
Carlova is an author/editor who writes frequently for the
public press (e.g., Reader's Digest, Cosmopolitan), and has
collaborated with Horsley in the past on Your Family and
the Law, another book aimed directly at physicians. The
writing style is precisely what one would expect from these
backgrounds: succinct, anecdotal, free of jargon, mildly
epigrammatic, and, again, a bit too folksy at times. (I kept
seeing Jimmy Stewart in a black-and-white movie from the
early forties, standing at counsel table and saying, "Well
Judge, I'll have to object to that; that just wasn't a proper
question.") There's nothing wrong with any of this in the
abstract, of course, but it sometimes tends to give a "Dr.
Welby Knows Best" tinge to the volume that detracts some-
what from its contemporaneous value.
The word "contemporaneous" was chosen carefully. Very
little of the book reflects the broad range of new concerns
that has arisen in the past two decades: the role of the doctor
testifying in institutional class actions or mass tort suits; the
increasing number of cases in which courts allow new tort
actions arising from medical encounters (e.g., wrongful
birth);6 use of screening panels to divert malpractice trials
from court;7 applicability of the Civil Rights Act8 to
malpractice allegations when the doctor acts "under color of
state law" ;9 death of the "locality rule";10 changing concepts
in informed consent;" impact of cases such as Darling v.
Charleston Community Memorial Hospital2 on trial strat-
egy; the impact of changes in antitrust law on the economic
regulation of health care providers; 3 etc.14 Also, the constant
use of the pronoun "he" throughout the book probably isn't
inadvertent; it's probably an accurate reflection of the prev-
alent picture observed by Horsley over the years in which
few women served as trial counsel and perhaps even fewer
were called as expert witnesses.
Once these pitfalls are dealt with, however, the book does
contain many helpful preparation hints, especially to the
one-time witness (or the one-time defendant). It suggests,
e.g., that planning strategy with a trial lawyer is not only
ethical, "it's a moral necessity" (p. 19), and that the witness
personally "check out the lawyer" to determine if he's
adequately preparing to rebut the adversary's allegations
and if he's "including you sufficiently in the preparation of
the case" (pp. 24-25); it gives some helpful hints about
behavior at depositions, about figuring witness fees, about
jury selection (the authors strongly endorse an active role for
defendant-doctors in this phase of the trial process), about
the importance of demeanor and style (both at counsel table
and on the witness stand), and about how to handle "booby-
trapped" cross-examination.
Again, most of these suggestions make sense, both standing
alone and in relationship to each other, especially those
recommending the use of visual and demonstrative exhibits,
graphs and charts, and those which focus on the need of the
witness to be alert to the mood of the judge and the jury.
Yet, the whole is somewhat less than its component parts,
perhaps because of the book's failure to synthesize recent
developments in law and medicine (and in the social patterns
of who become lawyers and doctors), and analyze how the
general rule of court behavior might be altered in light of
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these new variables. And, as indicated above, there is peri-
lously little here for the psychologist or psychiatrist in-
terested in the special problems facing mental health
professionals on the witness stand. A volume which provided
the excellent generalist overview present here in combination
with pointed observations on the more contemporary issues
would be the one I could recommend without reservation.
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